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Management Discussion and
Analysis Report 2015-16

Overview of Global Trade and Developments

Overview of developments in India during 2015-16

During the FY 2015-16, the global economic activity has 

been quite subdued. While the developed economies 

have been facing stagnant economic growth, the growth 

in emerging and developing economies have also been 

showing a declining trend. World Trade Organization 

(WTO) has lowered the forecast of world trade growth for 

2016 to 3.9 %, which is below the average for the last 20 

years(1995-2015) of 5%. This downward revision by WTO 

is due to several factors including falling import demand 

in China, Brazil and other emerging economies, falling 

prices for other primary commodities, significant 

exchange rate fluctuations, volatility in financial markets 

and uncertainties regarding monetary policy of the 

United State.

India has attained the status of one of the fastest growing 

economies in the world and has officially become a $ 2 

trillion economy in 2014-15. Its share of global GDP 

increased from about 1.5% in 2000 to 2.6% in 2014(from 

about 4% in 2004 to 6.5% in 2014 in purchasing power 

parity terms).

Economic growth in India gained momentum in the final 

quarter of 2015-16 and pushed full-year growth to 7.6% 

in line with the Asian Development Outlook 2016 

estimate. This is likely to bring new opportunities for 

Indian Corporate sector.

India's cumulative exports for the year April- March, 2016 

registered a negative growth of 15.85 percent in Dollar 

terms and 9.89 percent in Rupee terms over the same 

period last year. Similarly, the cumulative imports for the 

year April-March 2016 registered a negative growth of 

15.28 percent in Dollar terms and 9.34 percent in Rupee 

terms over the same period last year.

At present, a lot is happening in the world economy that 

has a bearing on the Indian economy. Britain's exit from 

the European Union(EU) is likely to impact Indian 

companies in a multiple way - demand weakness on 
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account of potential slowdown in the EU and the UK, 

volatility in commodity prices, currency impact on 

account of the potential depreciation of the Rupee, Euro 

and Pound, and the impact on account of exposure to 

unhedged overseas borrowings. Indian exporters are 

concerned over a fluctuating currency and global stock 

market volatility that is likely to impact its bilateral trade 

with U.K. India exports a range of goods and services to 

the UK ,  including apparel ,  motor vehic les ,  

pharmaceuticals, IT services, and gems and jewellery.

As per latest report of Crisil, the Indian economy is likely 

to grow at 7.9 percent in the current fiscal provided the 

country receives normal monsoon, as against 7.6 % 

during the previous years. This will give boost to the 

agricultural growth and lift the rural demand.

In the backdrop of above international business scenario, 

your Company achieved a trade turnover of `1,24,604 

million during 2015-16 as against the turnover of 

`182,420 million registered last fiscal. This turnover 

includes Exports of `6726 million, Imports of `102,958 

million and domestic trade of `14,920 million. Your 

Company earned a trading profit of `1296.70 million as 

compared to `2079.12 million in 2014-15. The profit 

before tax from ordinary activities is `578.78 million as 

compared to `598.68 million in 2014-15. The Company 

has registered a net Profit of `548.57 million during the 

year as compared to `479.10 million earned last year, an 

increase of 15% over the previous year. Thus the earnings 

per share of face value of `1/- each for the financial year 

2015-16 is `0.55 as on 31.3.2016. The company's 

management of financial resources yielded net interest 

earnings of `946.91 million. Besides, MMTC continues to 

be a zero long-term debt company.

The source of funds of the company as on 31st March, 

2016 comprises of shareholders fund amounting to 

`13,779.46 million including equity share capital of ̀ 1000 

million and non-current and current liabilities of ̀ 1976.25 

million and `22247.45 million respectively. These funds 

have been deployed inter alia towards non-current assets 

amounting to `8927.59 million and current assets of 

`29,075.58 million as on 31st March, 2016.

Outlook for 2016-17

MMTC- 2015-16 in retrospect

Financial Review

Source and Utilization of Funds

Internal Control Procedures

Subsidiary Company

In MMTC, day-to-day affairs are managed at various 

managerial levels in accordance with a well-defined 

"Delegation of Powers". Major issues are deliberated to 

arrive at conscious decisions by the respective 

Committees of Directors constituted by the Board of 

Directors as detailed in the report on Corporate 

Governance annexed herewith.

MMTC has well - settled Internal Audit System & 

Procedures which is commensurate with its diverse 

functions. The company has an Internal Audit Division to 

coordinate with external auditing firms in conducting 

internal audit all through the year. Number of initiatives 

started during the last fiscal for strengthening the internal 

controls through concurrent audit of bullion transactions, 

special audit for bullion transactions for earlier years, etc. 

continued during the year also. Towards this, a well 

defined Internal Audit Manual, Corporate Risk 

Management Policy and Business-cum-Internal Control 

Manual for various trades of MMTC approved by the 

Board of Directors have been put in place to take care of 

internal control mechanisms, risk assessment on the 

business proposals and systematic SOP for undertaking 

various trades.

The Audit Committee of Directors meets the Company's 

Statutory Auditors and Internal Auditors regularly to 

ascertain their concerns and observations on financial 

reports. The directions of the Audit Committee are strictly 

implemented by the Management.

The wholly owned subsidiary of your Company - MMTC 

Transnational Pte. Ltd. Singapore (MTPL) incorporated in 

October 1994, has been engaged in commodity trading 

and has established itself as a credible and reputable 

trading outfit in Singapore. During the financial year 2015 

-16, MTPL achieved business turnover of US$ 108.28 

million as against US$ 248.02 million during last fiscal. 

The Net Loss after tax incurred by MTPL during the 

financial year 2015-16 amounted to US$ 0.28 million. The 

net worth of MTPL stood at US$ 15.36 million as on 31st 

March 2016 as against the net worth of US$ 15.64 million 

as on 31.3.2015.

MTPL enjoyed prestigious "Global Trader Programme" 

(GTP) status awarded to it by International Enterprise, 

Singapore, an arm of the Govt. of Singapore from the year 

2000 to 2013.

Business Groupwise Review for 2015-16

Minerals

The Minerals group of your company contributed a 

turnover of ̀ 4,763 million during the year 2015-16, which 

includes exports valued at `4,425 million, imports 

amounting to `172 million and domestic trade of `166 

million. The exports made by the group include Iron Ore 

valued at `3,607 million, Chrome Ore/ Concentrate 

valued at `818 million. The import under this group 

included Manganese ore valued at `172 million. 

Domestic trade under this group consisted of iron ore 

valued at ̀ 48 million, Lime Stone at ̀ 78 million and other 

minerals valued at ̀ 40 million.

India is the fourth largest producer of iron ore with a huge 

reserves of iron ore exceeding 28 billion tons. However, 

continuation of restrictions on Iron ore mining and its ban 

on movement for exports from Bellary-Hospet Sector, 

regulation of export from Eastern Sector, uncompetitive 

FOB sale prices of Indian origin ore vis-a-vis other 

international suppliers i.e. Australia and Brazil (on 

account of high Railway freight for exports, export duty), 

subdued iron ore demand/prices in the international/ 

spot market, general slowdown of Chinese economy, 

increase in domestic demand of ore, etc. continued to 

have impact on the quantum of Indian iron ore exports 

during 2015-16. However, MMTC was able to successfully 

finalise the new long term agreement with Japanese Steel 

Mills and POSCO, South Korea which will give assured 

export volumes of Iron ore export for the next three years. 

Despite this and the stiff competition at national and 

international levels, MMTC continued to maintain its 

position as a prominent exporter of minerals during the 

year under review.

Capacity of domestic steel production has also expanded, 

resulting in lesser availability of Chrome Ore, Chrome 

Concentrate and Manganese Ore for exports. Restrictions 

on mining and 30% ad-valorem export duty resulted in 

limited export of chrome ore and chrome concentrate. 

Low grade Manganese ore did not attract any demand 

from any overseas buyer, and hence no export during 

2015-16. Moreover, increase in steel production/ 

consumption in India would result in further demand of 

iron ore from domestic industry and may also affect the 

availability of iron ore for export in future. To strengthen 

the mineral portfolio, a strategy has been chalked out to 

diversify into Ferro Alloys business and strengthen 

manganese ore imports to enhance business.

The Gems and Jewellery sector plays a significant role in 

the Indian economy, contributing around 6-7 per cent of 

the country's GDP. It is one of the fastest growing sectors 

and is extremely export oriented and labour intensive.

Your company enjoys the position of market leader in the 

Indian bullion trade, having flexibility to operate from 

Precious Metals, Gems & Jewellery
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various centers spread all over the country offering novel 

product services, besides maintaining enduring 

relationship. Despite high volatility in prices of bullion as 

well as Indian Rupee - US Dollar exchange rates, Precious 

Metals Group of your Company contributed a turnover of 

`70,504 million during 2015-16 contributing to 56.58% of 

the total turnover achieved by your Company. This 

performance was realized through diversified activities, 

which include import of gold/silver worth ̀ 63,424 million 

and domestic sale of gold/silver/medallions/jewellery 

worth ̀ 7,081 million.

The company's joint venture - MMTC Pamp India Pvt Ltd 

which started commercial production in 2012, achieved a 

turnover of ̀ 2,45,607 millions and profit after tax of ̀ 590 

million during 2015-16. MMTC-PAMP became India's first 

LBMA accredited refiner for Gold and silver. During 2015 -

16, MMTC has sold Gold Bars produced by MPIPL in the 

domestic market achieving a turnover of `5,301 million. 

Another Joint Venture M/s. MMTC Gitanjali Limited(MGL) 

set up for effective marketing of finished products of both 

medallions and jewellery in partnership with a leading 

Indian company has registered a sale of `283.24 million 

and recorded a net loss of ̀ 21.79 million during 2015-16.

The Precious Metals Group of your Company marketed 

the Indian Gold Coins(IGC) unveiled by the Honourable 

Prime Minister of India in 5 gm, 10 gms and bars in 20 gms 

minted at India Govt. Mint Mumbai and Kolkata. Total 

turnover of IGC sales achieved during 2015-16 is `247 

million. Your Company tied up with Indian Overseas Bank 

to sell Indian Gold Coin through its branches upon 

approval from Reserve Bank of India. Efforts are on to tie 

up with India Post and other Banks for sale of Indian Gold 

Coin.

The flagship event of MMTC Limited "Festival of Gold" re-

started after a gap of two years. The turnover achieved 

during the FOG DIWALI, 2015 was ̀ 483.2 million.

The strategies and directions for 2015-16 include 

opening of new bullion centres, enrolment of new foreign 

supplier to have better supplier base, to be more 

competitive and have adequate quantity to supply. To 

boost sale in DTA, replenishment scheme slab wise trade 

margin structure has been proposed. In addition, 

simplified procedures for export loan scheme are being 

introduced. Other strategies include approaching top 

bullion customers on Pan India basis to enter into MOU, 

extension of MOU with MPIPL to push MPIPL-Gold sale in 

Vizag, Hyderabad, Kolkata, DRO regions, approaching 

other banks for sale of Indian Gold Coins, conducting 

exhibitions in non-metropolitan cities to promote IGC, 

medallions and jewellery. For increase in silver trade, the 

group will be giving more focus on major silver hubs like 

Agra, Salem, Ahmedabad and Kolkata, conducting Zonal 

Bullion Meet to address the issues pertaining to bullion 

business at bullion centres and conducting customers 

meet at all the bullion centres followed by marketing 

drive to enroll new customer or recommence business 

with existing customers. Proper follow-up mechanism 

shall be introduced to convert positive customers.

The outlook for the diamond business in FY 2016-17 

looks more promising with revived demand and 

continuous follow up with our Russian supplier for 

invitations to SPOT sales and Tenders is planned 

alongwith pursuing of LTA through government channels.

The World demand of Gold in 2015 was 4,212 tons, 

wherein China accounted for 27% of the World demand. 

Estimated demand in India for calendar year 2015 was 

850 tons. Innovators in Turkey, India, China and South East 

Asia are developing gold products, services, platforms 

and other infrastructure across the entire supply chain to 

boost market development. This includes introduction of 

gold monetization scheme in India, launch of 

International Board of Shanghai Gold Exchange and new 

Hong Kong Gold Futures by CME, introduction of Kilobar 

gold contract on the Singapore Exchange etc. With 

growing urbanization and rising middle class especially in 

India and China, gold market development is set to put all 

the gold in the system to good economic use.

With increasing competition among the gold traders, 

there is a continuous decrease in the profit margin being 

experienced in the trade. In addition to the existing 

competition, domestic refiners have gained more 

prominence. The gold and diamond jewellery to get 

costlier for consumers.

The involvement of MMTC in auctioning the gold 

mobilized under the Gold Monetization Scheme presents 

a great opportunity of business. Also, according to a 

report by Research and Markets, the jewellery market in 

India is expected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth 

Rate(CAGR) of 15.95 per cent over the period 2014-2019.

Metals and Industrial Raw Material

The Metals group of your Company contributed 5,583 

million to MMTC's turnover during 2015-16. The 

contribution of the group comprised of export of Pig iron 

worth `2,301 million produced by NINL - a MMTC 

promoted Iron & steel plant, imports of Non-Ferrous 

Metals/IRM worth `1,406 million and domestic sales of 

Pig Iron/Slag/Steel worth ̀ 1,871 million.

The annual turnover was directly impacted by the 

meltdown in LME prices of base non-ferrous metals and 

minor metals during FY 2015-16. The decline in prices by 

25%-40% resulted in lower turnover in value terms even 

with higher quantities.

Metal prices declined during 2015 on the back of lower 

than expected demand from China and over-supply. By 

the end of 2015, most metals were trading at significant 

discount to their peak 2014 and 2013 prices. Prices of 

Nickel and Tin have fallen by about 42% and 30% during 

2015. Lead, Copper, Aluminum, and Antimony prices have 

fallen by 25%-35% over the same period.

Since NFM Division of your company is engaged in 

imports, the growth of the domestic industry directly 

affects demand for our product. Our customers are in 

fabricated metals, machinery and equipment and 

automotive sector. Premium levels at other Asian ports 

affect premium levels at Indian ports. The increase in 

premium rates at foreign ports and quantity discount by 

local producers count as major disadvantages to MMTC.

The end users of non-ferrous metals are the fabricated 

metals, machinery and equipment, defence, and 

automotive sectors. The Government of India's "Make in 

India" program is expected to increase production in 

`

these sectors and thereby step up demand for Non-

Ferrous Metals.

In FY 2016-17 we expect increased competition from 

domestic producers of Non Ferrous Metals who offer 

quantity based discounts and just-in-time delivery. Other 

sources of competition include secondary metal 

producers and new entrants in minor metal refining 

segment.

The Non-Ferrous Metals Division of your company is 

exploring sale of NFM and Minor Metals through MMTC's 

extensive sales network in collaboration with foreign 

suppliers. Sale of Non-Ferrous Metals and metal alloys 

sourced from  Asian countries under various trade 

agreement is also being explored.

The Steel Industry as well as MMTC faced decreased 

demand and increase in raw materials and power costs 

which have compressed the overall profit margins. 

Slowdown in Steel sector all across globe during 2015 had 

hit Indian Pig Iron exports to a great extent. Pig Iron 

exports in India witnessed a fall of around 40%. India 

recorded total exports of 4,20,500 MT Pig Iron during 

2015 against 7,41,000 MT last year. Lower international 

prices have resulted in lower export realization thereby 

further affecting profitability margin to MMTC. Huge 

surge in imports and imports are being dumped at very 

low price below the cost of production of plants in India is 

also one of the reason for the depressed domestic steel 

industry. Also general slowdown of construction activities 

has caused a slump and has adversely affected demand 

for steel products.

The Metals Group of your Company is exploring 

possibilities to have a long term arrangement with 

leading steel units and also with other small/medium 

steel units for sale of billets through contract model or 

MOU route both short and long term. The group is also 

exploring possibilities/feasibility for Billet Exports to 

Bangladesh, Nepal and African countries, customization 

of billets at NINL plant to have a different segment of 

customers like small and medium Re-Rollers, Angles, 

Beams, Forging, Auto component manufacturers etc.

Other  s t rategies  inc lude opening of  sa les  

depot/warehouse at strategic locations to help 

MMTC/NINL to have better price and sales realisation, 

appointment of C&F agent for sale of NINL's pig iron and 

billet, conversion of billets into TMT Re-Bars, 

empanelment of steel processing units for conversion of 
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margin structure has been proposed. In addition, 

simplified procedures for export loan scheme are being 

introduced. Other strategies include approaching top 

bullion customers on Pan India basis to enter into MOU, 

extension of MOU with MPIPL to push MPIPL-Gold sale in 
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other banks for sale of Indian Gold Coins, conducting 

exhibitions in non-metropolitan cities to promote IGC, 
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Bullion Meet to address the issues pertaining to bullion 

business at bullion centres and conducting customers 

meet at all the bullion centres followed by marketing 
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with existing customers. Proper follow-up mechanism 

shall be introduced to convert positive customers.

The outlook for the diamond business in FY 2016-17 

looks more promising with revived demand and 

continuous follow up with our Russian supplier for 

invitations to SPOT sales and Tenders is planned 

alongwith pursuing of LTA through government channels.

The World demand of Gold in 2015 was 4,212 tons, 
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850 tons. Innovators in Turkey, India, China and South East 

Asia are developing gold products, services, platforms 

and other infrastructure across the entire supply chain to 

boost market development. This includes introduction of 

gold monetization scheme in India, launch of 

International Board of Shanghai Gold Exchange and new 

Hong Kong Gold Futures by CME, introduction of Kilobar 

gold contract on the Singapore Exchange etc. With 
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India and China, gold market development is set to put all 

the gold in the system to good economic use.

With increasing competition among the gold traders, 

there is a continuous decrease in the profit margin being 

experienced in the trade. In addition to the existing 

competition, domestic refiners have gained more 

prominence. The gold and diamond jewellery to get 

costlier for consumers.

The involvement of MMTC in auctioning the gold 

mobilized under the Gold Monetization Scheme presents 

a great opportunity of business. Also, according to a 

report by Research and Markets, the jewellery market in 

India is expected to grow at a Compound Annual Growth 

Rate(CAGR) of 15.95 per cent over the period 2014-2019.

Metals and Industrial Raw Material

The Metals group of your Company contributed 5,583 

million to MMTC's turnover during 2015-16. The 

contribution of the group comprised of export of Pig iron 

worth `2,301 million produced by NINL - a MMTC 

promoted Iron & steel plant, imports of Non-Ferrous 

Metals/IRM worth `1,406 million and domestic sales of 

Pig Iron/Slag/Steel worth ̀ 1,871 million.

The annual turnover was directly impacted by the 

meltdown in LME prices of base non-ferrous metals and 

minor metals during FY 2015-16. The decline in prices by 

25%-40% resulted in lower turnover in value terms even 

with higher quantities.

Metal prices declined during 2015 on the back of lower 

than expected demand from China and over-supply. By 

the end of 2015, most metals were trading at significant 

discount to their peak 2014 and 2013 prices. Prices of 

Nickel and Tin have fallen by about 42% and 30% during 

2015. Lead, Copper, Aluminum, and Antimony prices have 

fallen by 25%-35% over the same period.

Since NFM Division of your company is engaged in 

imports, the growth of the domestic industry directly 

affects demand for our product. Our customers are in 

fabricated metals, machinery and equipment and 

automotive sector. Premium levels at other Asian ports 

affect premium levels at Indian ports. The increase in 

premium rates at foreign ports and quantity discount by 

local producers count as major disadvantages to MMTC.

The end users of non-ferrous metals are the fabricated 

metals, machinery and equipment, defence, and 

automotive sectors. The Government of India's "Make in 

India" program is expected to increase production in 

`

these sectors and thereby step up demand for Non-

Ferrous Metals.

In FY 2016-17 we expect increased competition from 

domestic producers of Non Ferrous Metals who offer 

quantity based discounts and just-in-time delivery. Other 

sources of competition include secondary metal 

producers and new entrants in minor metal refining 

segment.

The Non-Ferrous Metals Division of your company is 

exploring sale of NFM and Minor Metals through MMTC's 

extensive sales network in collaboration with foreign 

suppliers. Sale of Non-Ferrous Metals and metal alloys 

sourced from  Asian countries under various trade 

agreement is also being explored.

The Steel Industry as well as MMTC faced decreased 

demand and increase in raw materials and power costs 

which have compressed the overall profit margins. 

Slowdown in Steel sector all across globe during 2015 had 

hit Indian Pig Iron exports to a great extent. Pig Iron 

exports in India witnessed a fall of around 40%. India 

recorded total exports of 4,20,500 MT Pig Iron during 

2015 against 7,41,000 MT last year. Lower international 

prices have resulted in lower export realization thereby 

further affecting profitability margin to MMTC. Huge 

surge in imports and imports are being dumped at very 

low price below the cost of production of plants in India is 

also one of the reason for the depressed domestic steel 

industry. Also general slowdown of construction activities 

has caused a slump and has adversely affected demand 

for steel products.

The Metals Group of your Company is exploring 

possibilities to have a long term arrangement with 

leading steel units and also with other small/medium 

steel units for sale of billets through contract model or 

MOU route both short and long term. The group is also 

exploring possibilities/feasibility for Billet Exports to 

Bangladesh, Nepal and African countries, customization 

of billets at NINL plant to have a different segment of 

customers like small and medium Re-Rollers, Angles, 

Beams, Forging, Auto component manufacturers etc.

Other  s t rategies  inc lude opening of  sa les  

depot/warehouse at strategic locations to help 

MMTC/NINL to have better price and sales realisation, 

appointment of C&F agent for sale of NINL's pig iron and 

billet, conversion of billets into TMT Re-Bars, 

empanelment of steel processing units for conversion of 
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billets into TMT Re-Bars through tender mode etc, import 

of HMS-I & II and shredded scraps through Kandla, 

Kolkata, Nava Sheva/JNPT and Chennai, empanelment of 

foreign suppliers for import HMS-1 & 2 and shredded 

scraps through Indian ports by inviting EOI, value 

addition/bottom line improvement through conversion 

model i.e. Iron ore to Sinter/Billets etc.

Agri business is going to be lasting source of business for 

the organization considering the vast population of India 

and its dependence on monsoon to a large extent on 

irrigation. Depending upon the domestic production, 

opportunities either for export or for import emerge.

The Agro products group of your company achieved a 

turnover of ̀ 3,565 million during 2015-16, which includes 

imports worth ̀ 583 million and domestic trade of ̀ 2,982 

million.

Discontinuation of import of edible oil by Andhra Pradesh 

and Gujarat Government as a sequel to bifurcation of the 

State and stoppage of Import of pulses, sugar, edible oil, 

etc., on back to back basis, due to volatile market and 

price of Edible oil, and sale on high seas basis with 

hypothecation of the cargo resulted in under 

performance of Agro Products by the Company.

Slowdown of economic growth in China, EU and other 

countries has adversely affected the commodities 

markets. Considering the fact that international market 

for agri commodities is yet to recover and major 

commodities like wheat, rice, edible oil, etc, are also yet to 

recover from the bearish sentiments, opportunity in agro 

commodities except pulses is not encouraging for 2016-

17. However, considering the huge potential in value 

Agro Products

addition and the growing domestic market for value 

added products, your Company is considering to develop 

value added products in edible oil/pulses. Initiatives have 

been taken and efforts are going on to export Indian Rice 

to Indonesia and Egypt on Government to Government 

arrangements. MMTC is the Government nodal agency 

for import of pulses under the price stabilization scheme.

The Fertilizer and Chemicals group contributed a 

turnover of `28,844 million during the financial year 

2015-16. The top-line has been achieved from business in 

Urea, MOP, Sulphur, Technical Grade Urea, RLNG and 

Ammonium Sulphate. During the year, import of Urea on 

behalf of the Government of India has been valued at 

about `25,305 million. Sulphur import was about `164 

million. The group continued its efforts in assisting the 

small scale sector by importing Technical Grade Urea for 

industrial use valued at about ̀ 804 million. The Company 

entered the field of supplying imported Re-gasified 

Liquefied Natural Gas to FACT. During 2015-16 Domestic 

Trade of Fertilizer was ̀ 1,598 million.

Fertilizer industry in India has been passing through a 

difficult phase in recent years. The year under review was 

a difficult period for the fertilizer industry in general in 

view of huge deficit in rainfall which directly impacts the 

quantum of chemical fertilizers used in agriculture. 

Further, disparity in the import price of various fertilizers 

resulted in demand destruction affecting business of the 

Company. Yet another factor which contributed to the 

lower volume in import was the increase in domestic 

production of fertilizers specially urea which substantially 

bridged the gap between production and consumption.

Fertilizers and Chemicals

India is import intensive on the Fertilizers. Efforts are 

being made by the Government to increase the domestic 

production of the fertilizers. Production of several 

fertilizers in the country is dependent on the cost and 

availability of several raw materials like Ammonia, Rock 

Phosphate, Phosphoric Acid, Gas etc.

MOP requirements of India are fulfilled through imports 

from overseas. However, the agricultural sector continues 

to remain dependent on monsoon and the changes in the 

Government policy on fertilizer imports. Fertilizer 

industry in India has been passing through a difficult 

phase in recent years.

The Indian fertilizer industry is dependent on 

government subsidy regime and guidelines issued from 

time to time for imports, distribution, and sale. Urea 

remains the only canalized product for import and all 

other fertilizers are under OGL. With the introduction of 

Nutrient Based Subsidy Scheme, the subsidy is kept 

frozen and MRP floating depending on market 

conditions. The idea was to make fertilizer affordable to 

the farmers, for optimum application of all fertilizer 

nutrients to the soil thus making soil more fertile and 

reduce the subsidy outgo for the Government.

On the global front, the fertilizer industry is characterized 

by consolidation on the supply side. The global economy 

continues to face challenges but appears to be on the 

recovery path.

The outlook for 2016-17 for India will depend on the 

monsoon and the Government policy. With food inflation 

being felt by countries across the globe including India, 

the focus especially for the developing nations would be 

on increasing productivity in agriculture. However, the 

global supply position of all the major fertilizers is 

expected to remain comfortable with new addition in 

capacities mainly in Urea, DAP and MOP.

The Fertilizer Group will pursue aggressive strategy for 

the year 2016-17, which includes expansion of volumes of 

on-going business of fertilizers and fertilizer raw-

materials, as also diversify into new product lines in 

fertilizer intermediates and finished fertilizers for imports 

and domestic distribution. These objectives will be 

achieved by expanding customer base and developing 

new supply sources across the globe in which direction 

some success has already been achieved.

Coal & Hydrocarbons

The Coal & Hydrocarbons group contributed a turnover 

of `11,269 millions which included import of steam coal 

valued at `5,727.70 million, Coking Coal amounting to 

`4,399.80 million and domestic trade of crude tar, Hard 

Coking Coal, lam coke, nut coke, etc amounting to ̀ 1,142 

million. Despite higher production of domestic coal and 

lower demand of imported coal, your company has been 

able to import approx.1 million MT during FY 2015-16 to 

maintain highest position among PSUs.

India's Imports of non-coking coal has peaked to around 

170 million MT during 2014-15, however, during the last 

FY imports of non-coking coal have witnessed decline 

owing to improved domestic supplies. Power Utilities, the 

major consumers of non-coking coal have drastically 

reduced consumption of imported coal in view of the 

increase in domestic production & dispatch from pit head 

to power plants. In view of the increase in domestic 

production & improved supplies, thermal coal imports 

may witness stagnation, however, power plants at coastal 

region may continue to import due to their geographical 

advantage.

The Coal and Hydrocarbon group of your company 

envisages good opportunity in supplying imported 

steam coal to cement, sponge iron units and captive 

power plants in India so as to generate more business. It is 

estimated that 15-18 MMT imported coal supplied in 

India is sold under stock and sale model and there is good 

opportunity for your company to take some share of 

stock and sale market.

Increased production of domestic coal has almost 

reversed the scenario wherein India has not only become 
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billets into TMT Re-Bars through tender mode etc, import 

of HMS-I & II and shredded scraps through Kandla, 

Kolkata, Nava Sheva/JNPT and Chennai, empanelment of 

foreign suppliers for import HMS-1 & 2 and shredded 

scraps through Indian ports by inviting EOI, value 

addition/bottom line improvement through conversion 

model i.e. Iron ore to Sinter/Billets etc.

Agri business is going to be lasting source of business for 

the organization considering the vast population of India 

and its dependence on monsoon to a large extent on 

irrigation. Depending upon the domestic production, 

opportunities either for export or for import emerge.

The Agro products group of your company achieved a 

turnover of ̀ 3,565 million during 2015-16, which includes 

imports worth ̀ 583 million and domestic trade of ̀ 2,982 

million.

Discontinuation of import of edible oil by Andhra Pradesh 

and Gujarat Government as a sequel to bifurcation of the 

State and stoppage of Import of pulses, sugar, edible oil, 

etc., on back to back basis, due to volatile market and 

price of Edible oil, and sale on high seas basis with 

hypothecation of the cargo resulted in under 

performance of Agro Products by the Company.

Slowdown of economic growth in China, EU and other 

countries has adversely affected the commodities 

markets. Considering the fact that international market 

for agri commodities is yet to recover and major 

commodities like wheat, rice, edible oil, etc, are also yet to 

recover from the bearish sentiments, opportunity in agro 

commodities except pulses is not encouraging for 2016-

17. However, considering the huge potential in value 

Agro Products

addition and the growing domestic market for value 

added products, your Company is considering to develop 

value added products in edible oil/pulses. Initiatives have 

been taken and efforts are going on to export Indian Rice 

to Indonesia and Egypt on Government to Government 

arrangements. MMTC is the Government nodal agency 

for import of pulses under the price stabilization scheme.

The Fertilizer and Chemicals group contributed a 

turnover of `28,844 million during the financial year 

2015-16. The top-line has been achieved from business in 

Urea, MOP, Sulphur, Technical Grade Urea, RLNG and 

Ammonium Sulphate. During the year, import of Urea on 

behalf of the Government of India has been valued at 

about `25,305 million. Sulphur import was about `164 

million. The group continued its efforts in assisting the 

small scale sector by importing Technical Grade Urea for 

industrial use valued at about ̀ 804 million. The Company 

entered the field of supplying imported Re-gasified 

Liquefied Natural Gas to FACT. During 2015-16 Domestic 

Trade of Fertilizer was ̀ 1,598 million.

Fertilizer industry in India has been passing through a 

difficult phase in recent years. The year under review was 

a difficult period for the fertilizer industry in general in 

view of huge deficit in rainfall which directly impacts the 

quantum of chemical fertilizers used in agriculture. 

Further, disparity in the import price of various fertilizers 

resulted in demand destruction affecting business of the 

Company. Yet another factor which contributed to the 

lower volume in import was the increase in domestic 

production of fertilizers specially urea which substantially 

bridged the gap between production and consumption.

Fertilizers and Chemicals

India is import intensive on the Fertilizers. Efforts are 

being made by the Government to increase the domestic 

production of the fertilizers. Production of several 

fertilizers in the country is dependent on the cost and 

availability of several raw materials like Ammonia, Rock 

Phosphate, Phosphoric Acid, Gas etc.

MOP requirements of India are fulfilled through imports 

from overseas. However, the agricultural sector continues 

to remain dependent on monsoon and the changes in the 

Government policy on fertilizer imports. Fertilizer 

industry in India has been passing through a difficult 

phase in recent years.

The Indian fertilizer industry is dependent on 

government subsidy regime and guidelines issued from 

time to time for imports, distribution, and sale. Urea 

remains the only canalized product for import and all 

other fertilizers are under OGL. With the introduction of 

Nutrient Based Subsidy Scheme, the subsidy is kept 

frozen and MRP floating depending on market 

conditions. The idea was to make fertilizer affordable to 

the farmers, for optimum application of all fertilizer 

nutrients to the soil thus making soil more fertile and 

reduce the subsidy outgo for the Government.

On the global front, the fertilizer industry is characterized 

by consolidation on the supply side. The global economy 

continues to face challenges but appears to be on the 

recovery path.

The outlook for 2016-17 for India will depend on the 

monsoon and the Government policy. With food inflation 

being felt by countries across the globe including India, 

the focus especially for the developing nations would be 

on increasing productivity in agriculture. However, the 

global supply position of all the major fertilizers is 

expected to remain comfortable with new addition in 

capacities mainly in Urea, DAP and MOP.

The Fertilizer Group will pursue aggressive strategy for 

the year 2016-17, which includes expansion of volumes of 

on-going business of fertilizers and fertilizer raw-

materials, as also diversify into new product lines in 

fertilizer intermediates and finished fertilizers for imports 

and domestic distribution. These objectives will be 

achieved by expanding customer base and developing 

new supply sources across the globe in which direction 

some success has already been achieved.

Coal & Hydrocarbons

The Coal & Hydrocarbons group contributed a turnover 

of `11,269 millions which included import of steam coal 

valued at `5,727.70 million, Coking Coal amounting to 

`4,399.80 million and domestic trade of crude tar, Hard 

Coking Coal, lam coke, nut coke, etc amounting to ̀ 1,142 

million. Despite higher production of domestic coal and 

lower demand of imported coal, your company has been 

able to import approx.1 million MT during FY 2015-16 to 

maintain highest position among PSUs.

India's Imports of non-coking coal has peaked to around 

170 million MT during 2014-15, however, during the last 

FY imports of non-coking coal have witnessed decline 

owing to improved domestic supplies. Power Utilities, the 

major consumers of non-coking coal have drastically 

reduced consumption of imported coal in view of the 

increase in domestic production & dispatch from pit head 

to power plants. In view of the increase in domestic 

production & improved supplies, thermal coal imports 

may witness stagnation, however, power plants at coastal 

region may continue to import due to their geographical 

advantage.

The Coal and Hydrocarbon group of your company 

envisages good opportunity in supplying imported 

steam coal to cement, sponge iron units and captive 

power plants in India so as to generate more business. It is 

estimated that 15-18 MMT imported coal supplied in 

India is sold under stock and sale model and there is good 

opportunity for your company to take some share of 

stock and sale market.

Increased production of domestic coal has almost 

reversed the scenario wherein India has not only become 
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self reliant to feed entire requirement of coal fired plants / 

industry but also generated surplus stocks. The changed 

scenario has opened up opportunity for export of 

domestic coal to neighboring countries on competitive 

prices vis-à-vis other coal exporting countries. Your 

company has already taken initiatives to export coal to 

Bangladesh procuring coal through Eastern Coalfields.

As reported in earlier years, the changed market 

requirement and technological developments in Mica 

processing technologies globally led to activities at Mica 

Division coming to a halt since 2002-03. Efforts are being 

taken to utilise the land located at Abrakhnagar, Koderma 

District in consultation with M/s MECON.

Other products group contributed `73.9 million to the 

turnover of the Company by way of sale of power 

generated at the 15 MW wind power farms 

commissioned in March 2007 in Karnataka. The Company 

finalized the proposal for export of Red Sanders during 

the year.

With the association of MSME sector in various products 

other than products mentioned above the General Trade 

Group of your Company is exploring new markets and 

new products for adding some business turnover.

In order to expand the trade portfolio, MMTC has taken a 

number of new initiatives i.e. Launch of India's first 

Mica

Others

New initiatives

Sovereign Gold Coin; Commencement of Free Trade 

Warehousing Zone (FTWZ) at Kandla, Gujarat; 

Commissioning of steel making facility at NINL; Long 

Term Agreement for supply of iron ore to Japanese and 

Korean Steel Mills; Commencement of business in North-

East for which a new office has been set up at Guwahati; 

creating a government buffer stock of imported Pulses; 

diversification of fertilizers basket for which MoUs have 

been signed with major producers etc. Two new divisions 

of Engineering goods and Drugs, Pharmaceuticals & Fine 

Chemicals have also been set up to diversify the business 

operations. All these initiatives are expected to show 

good results towards improving the turnover and 

profitability of the company in the coming years. Efforts 

are also being made to open a warehouse for display cum 

sale of engineering goods in South Africa so that the 

immense untapped business potential in the African 

continent can be tapped.

Statements in the Management Discussions and Analysis 

describing the Company's projections, estimates, and 

expectations may be "forward looking statements" within 

the meaning of applicable laws and regulations. Actual 

results could differ materially from those expressed or 

implied. Important factors that could make a difference to 

the Company's operations include economic conditions 

affecting demand/supply and price conditions in the 

domestic and overseas markets in which the Company 

operates, changes in Government regulations/policies, 

tax laws, other statutes and other incidental factors.

Cautionary Statement

The Annual Report
on CSR Activities - 2015-16

1. A brief outline of the company's CSR policy, 

including overview of projects or programs 

proposed to be undertaken and a reference to 

the web-link to the CSR policy and projects or 

programs.

MMTC has consistently played the role of a good 

corporate citizen and has shown its deep 

commitment  towards Corporate Soc ia l  

Responsibility practices by conducting its business 

in an economically, socially and environmentally 

sustainable manner.

Even in the absence of an official mandate 

regarding CSR activities, MMTC adopted CSR as a 

policy initiative long ago in Sept. 2006, effective 

from 2007-08, and allocated 1% of retainable profit 

of previous year for undertaking CSR activities. 

Special emphasis were given on education, health 

care, promotion of art & culture and undertaking 

community related activities, besides providing 

relief in times of natural calamities.

In 2010, The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) 

issued detailed guidelines on CSR for adoption by 

CPSEs. MMTC adopted these guidelines and 

realigned its CSR policy accordingly. These were 

followed by DPE guidelines of November 2011 and 

April 2013 which were again duly adopted by 

MMTC. The CSR initiatives of the company have 

been in line with the UN Millennium Development 

Goals also.

MMTC's CSR policy has now been re-casted in line 

with Section 135 of the Companies Act and the CSR 

Rules as notified by the Ministry of Corporate 

Affairs. The CSR projects are now being undertaken 

in terms of Section 135 of the Companies Act. The 

New CSR Policy is hosted on MMTC's website.

During 2015-16, the Board of Directors allocated 

`45 lakhs for undertaking CSR activities to support 

the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. The funds allocated for 

CSR were utilized for Creation of sanitation and 

drinking water facilities in 17 Govt. Schools in 

Odisha. Besides, 3 hand-pumps were installed in 

schools in Ghosi (Mau) and 5 hand-pumps were 

installed in Jaitwardih village (Allahabad), Uttar 

Pradesh. A small contribution was also made 

towards Clean Ganga Fund established by the 

Government of India for the rejuvenation of River 

Ganga.

In addition, the Company extended support to 

Music Therapy Trust and to Amar Jyoti Charitable 

Trust for providing rehabilitative services to 

persons with disabilities.

• Shri S R Tayal, Independent Director

as Chairman

• Shri Rana Som, Independent Director

as Member

• Shri Ved Prakash, CMD as Member

• Shri Rajeev Jaideva, Director (Personnel)

as Member

• Shri M G Gupta, Director (Finance)

as Member

For the purpose of ascertaining the CSR Budget 

"average net profit" was calculated in accordance 

with the provisions of section 198 of the Companies 

Act, 2013.

The net profits for the preceding three financial 

years 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 were 

`(1270.8) million, `144.6 million and `598.7 million 

respectively.

The average net profit of the preceding three years 

was negative and worked out to ̀  (-) 527.5 million.

In accordance with the Companies Act, the average 

net profit of the Company in the preceding 3 years 

being negative, allocation was not mandated. 

2. The Composition of the CSR Committee

3. Average net profit of the company for last three 

financial years

4. Prescribed CSR Expenditure (two per cent. of 

the amount as in item 3 above)
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